Cloud-native monitoring, alerting + troubleshooting.

**Sysdig Monitor**

- **MULTI-CLOUD VISIBILITY**
  Monitor, alert, and troubleshoot across clouds and clusters - all from one place - including, AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, IBM Cloud, and private clouds.

- **ENTERPRISE-GRADE PROMETHEUS MONITORING**
  Automatically collect Prometheus metrics and scale Prometheus monitoring to support 10s of millions of metrics per second with cross-cluster aggregation and enterprise security access control.

- **KUBERNETES TROUBLE-SHOOTING**
  Get a 360-degree view of your Kubernetes clusters to diagnose performance issues, identify and resolve potential problems, and improve capacity management.

- **MICROSERVICE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT**
  Auto-discover containers and apps, visualize microservice dependencies, and automate alerting for smarter monitoring from a single instrumentation point.
What can Sysdig Monitor help you do?

SIMPLIFY DISCOVERY AND METRIC COLLECTION
Transparent instrumentation dynamically discovers your applications, containers, hosts, networks, and custom metrics, like Prometheus, JMX, and statsD for deep insight into complex environments.

VISUALIZE SERVICE RELIABILITY
A consolidated overview of your service performance, capacity and risk profile helps developers and DevOps quickly identify application issues and take action.

MONITOR INFRASTRUCTURE AND APPLICATIONS
Deep integrations with Kubernetes, OpenShift, Docker, Mesos, DC/OS, AWS, Google, IBM, Azure and more lets you see beyond infrastructure into how your apps and services are performing.

BUILD ROBUST DASHBOARDS
Out-of-the-box and customizable dashboards enable at-a-glance views of your infrastructure, applications, compliance, and metrics and lets you visualize your environment the way you want.

SIMPLIFY AND SCALE PROMETHEUS MONITORING
Turn-key, horizontal scalability, enterprise access control and security, Prometheus metrics correlation and PromQL queries with any event or metric, helps you keep pace with large, complex environments.

EXPLORE YOUR ENTIRE INFRASTRUCTURE
Automatic correlation of data from across your infrastructure including custom metrics, from statsD, JMX, and Prometheus provides deep insight into complex environments.

PROACTIVELY ALERT FOR FASTER RESPONSE
Configurable alerts enable proactive notification of any condition including events, downtime and anomalies to help you get a handle on issues before they impact operations.

ACCELERATE TROUBLESHOOTING
Deep container visibility, service-oriented views, and comprehensive metrics help you hunt threats and eliminate issues faster.

Sysdig is the cloud-native visibility + security company.
Sysdig closes the cloud-native visibility gap, giving enterprises insight and control as they move to dynamic modern architectures. See the benefits of cloud-native faster, with less risk.